
 
 

 
AWS Cloud powers FullForce! 
FullForce Financial 
 
 

About FullForce Financial 
FullForce Financial, the brainchild of Tim Tortora - is the industry’s first fully cloud 
subscription based end to end movie accounting production solution. FullForce has 
created the F3 cloud based financial accounting system which is specifically tailored for 
filmmakers, content creators, independent producers and film production studios both 
small and large. 

 

The Challenge The Solution 

• Full Force is in the business of financial/cost tracking for 

the creation of movies which has a very intense 

frequency of transactions but occurs over a relatively 

short time frame 

• Full Force’s F3 product needs cloud compute power 

which can seamlessly scale up and down in an optimized 

cost effective manner. 

• Different movies/filmmakers demand special versions 

of the F3 software. Fullforce needed a flexible 

architecture that allows software variants based on a 

common core that could be deployed and maintained 

easily 

• Under heavy usage the F3 product was not able to 

provide good user performance under heavy utilization 

• Ability to Reduce the risk of F3 application downtime 

• TelaForce – a certified AWS technology partner began with a 

comprehensive analysis of FullForce’s current cloud infrastructure 

and then implemented a scalable and cost-effective AWS cloud 

infrastructure 

• TelaForce AWS architects moved/upgraded the cloud 

infrastructure to support auto-scaling groups on EC2 compute 

instances 

• A completely new DevOps approach/architecture was 

implemented with FullForce Financial which allowed for different 

environments for development, test and production while 

maintaining a “common” core of software. AWS Elastic Container 

Service was utilized as well 

• Containerization/Docker was also utilized to allow FullForce 

Financial to have different variations of their production software.  

This flexibility will become even more important as Tim’s company 

grows into servicing larger film and production studio organization

The Benefits 

Instant Scalability/Cost Efficiency Concurrent Simultaneous Versions Increased Durability 

FullForce can now service an 

unlimited number of movie studio 

clients without paying for unneeded 

compute performance and hardware 

FullForce can now run variations of 

their F3 software in production 

simultaneously with a carefully 

instrumented DevOps process 

F3 users now have a much more 

robust cloud architecture with the 

addition of multiple availability zones.  

The new architecture supports 3 

distinct edge locations for increased 

redundancy

About TelaForce and AWS 

TelaForce is an AWS certified public sector organization with 20+ year-old lineage in the IT consulting and services space. We design, build, integrate 
and manage sophisticated infrastructure solutions and software applications. Our focus is large State and local clients but we also we also work with 
Silicon Alley start-ups as well. We are technology agnostic, and as a divestiture of CACI/L3 we have a 20+ year track record of successfully delivering 
the right solutions using the right technology.  

Next Steps 

To learn more about how AWS and TelaForce can help your organization like FullForce financial, contact Eric Hoffman at 
eric.hoffman@telaforce.com 

  

http://www.telaforce.com/

